Grasping of virtual objects in changed gravity.
Little is known about the effects of changed gravity on the execution of grasping movements, even though such movements play an important role in normal motor behavior of humans. The formation of an adequate grip aperture is impaired in changed gravity. During parabolic flight, five subjects grasped mirror-viewed virtual targets with their thumb and index finger. From their video-taped responses, we determined grip aperture as the distance between the two fingertips. In changed gravity, the final grip aperture was about 15% smaller than in normal gravity, and the peak grip aperture was about 30% less modulated by target size. Both findings were similar in hyper-G and in micro-G. We conclude that (virtual) grasping in changed gravity is affected by a deterioration of visual and/or proprioceptive signals, or by the increased computational burden of controlling movements in unusual force environments.